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HEAVY ATTACK ON DUISBURG

One of the heaviest attacks of the war was made last night when

Bomber Command aircraft raided the important inland Rhine port of .Duisburg,

Lancasters, Stirlings, Halifaxes and Wellingtons took part,

The Germans put up one of the strongest defences that our crews

have encountered for some time. Many searchlights were massed both

inside and outside the town - the cones had anything from 10 to 50

searchlights in them - and there was a barrage from hundreds of heavy

A.A. guns.

"The weather was very good," the pilot of a Stirling said, ''and

there was no cloud over the town, We arrived soon after the first flares

had gone down and as we went in' to bomb we saw several of our bombers

caught in searchlights.

"The target area was lit by hundreds of incendiaries and the

glare was so intense that it has difficult to pick out ground details.

Then, as the attack developed, this brilliant white glare began rapidly

changing to red as the fires took hold,"

A later arrival found the fires burning fiercely. "There was one

particularly large one," the pilot said, "and we dropped cur bombs right
into the middle of it. Then I circled round the town and as we were

preparing to leave/there was a big explosion, Red flames blazed up from it,

followed by black smoke that must have reached a height of nearly 10,000 ft,*

Duisburg, one of Hitler’s most important industrial centres, lies

at the ’point -where the River Ruhr joins the Rhine and forms with the

neighbouring towns of Ruhrort, Hamborn and Meiderich a single community cf

about 450,000 people.

The industries range from chemical factories to heavy engineering

works and it has some of the best equipped docks in Germany,

The harbour deals with 75 per cent, of all the Rhine cargoes.

The Rhino-Herne canal connects Duisburg with Dortmund and through here to

the Ems canal, which links up the German North Sea ports.


